Tradition's of Bremen:
Eiswette (Icebet):
The “Eiswette” takes place yearly at the 6th of January at 12:00 O'clock in the near of the
“Osterdeich”. Its a bet, whether the Weser geiht (moves) or steiht (stand still). A tailor with a exact
weight of 99 Pounds, with an antique flat iron goes over the frozen Weser, if he comes over dryly
the Weser isn't frozen. When the Weser is obviously not frozen, then the tailor gets shipped over by
a boat. The first bet was on the 8th November 1828 and was bet by 18 men's (13 business people).
Since 1947 the Weser wasn't frozen one single time. 2015 have already 800 people bet.

Bremer Freimarkt:
The “Bremer Freimarkt” is a public festival, that takes yearly place from the 14th of October until
the 30th of October. The first time was in the year 1035. At the begin it was a place, where everyone
of the world could buy and sell stuff. Now it is more like buy sweets, drink alcohol and take fun
rides. It has yearly over four million visitors.

Schaffermahlzeit:
The "Schaffermahl" exist since 1545. Originally it is a dinner for Sailors and Merchants, before they
go away long months of winter. The complete order of the event is planned and organized. But to
take place in the Schaffermahl, you need to get invited, today you can only be invited once, except
for the mayor of Bremen and one time the President Horst Köhler was invited 2 times. Until 2007
no woman was ever invited, the first invited Woman was Angela Merkel, the Chancellor.

Kohlfahrt:
"Kohlfahrt" is a tradition in Bremen at which a group of People is walking themselves Hungry, by
playing games which mostly involve any kind of alcohol, to eat a bunch of kale and smoked
sausage. The one who eats the most kale becomes the next "Kohlkönig" (kaleking).The
"Kohlkönig" has to organize the next "Kohlfahrt".

Freetime and Sport in Bremen
Bremen has 450 clubs of sport with 100.000 members.
A special in Bremen is the blacklight miniture golf. You play miniture golf during everything is
black. You just see a few if colour effects.

ÖVB – Arena and the Weserstadion are big arena`s in bremen.
In the ÖVB – Arena are played many kind of sports like basketball or bicycle runnings.
Weserstadion is the biggest football arena in Bremen and thehome of the team Werder Bremen.
Paradice is a inside iceskating place in Bremen where you can skate on ice with friends and is a
popular place for teenager.

Knoops Park is a large park where you can ride a bike, relaxing or doing a walk.
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